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The pillar of sleep for children is that it's a

learned skill. Every baby is born with the ability

TO sleep. Children learn HOW to go to sleep.

From their first weeks of life, babies are a blank

slate molded around an environment they come

to know. Over time, just like adults, it forms into

something they prefer. 

As a Pediatric Sleep Expert, I work with tired parents like you to build healthy sleep habits by

starting with the root of the issue. For over 4 years, I have worked with families to reach a goal

of independent sleep for both daytime naps and the overnight. Today, I am excited to have

you join me as I walk through the foundations you need to identify why your child’s naps may

be short and how we can address fixing them together. 

Sleep Foundations

Healthy Sleep Habits Start at Birth
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WELCOME TO THE NAP MASTER CLASS



Recommendations according to the American Academy of Sleep Medicine.

It’s important to understand your child’s overall sleep needs by age, as that is

going to rapidly shift and adjust during their first years. Below is a breakout of

sleep needs by age, so you can start with understanding where your child is today

vs. what is ideal for their age.
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TOTAL SLEEP NEEDS PER AGE

The American Academy of Sleep Medicine recommends that you get the following

hours of sleep on a regular basis for optimal health at each stage of life.
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Suggested sleep time includes daytime NAPS



I know that on the market today there are a

variety of apps and other programs that use a

2/3/4 escalating wake window between

sleep. I can tell you, as a professional, some of

them are grossly inaccurate, leading to a child

that’s very overtired or under tired, depending

on their age and the time of day. So, if you

have one of those you reference and the

timing is different from above, put your trust

in me; I do this for a living. However, to

prepare you, here is a way to identify that

timing might be your issue:

Going Down Too Soon: Your child lays happily in their crib or bed, playing, kicking, and not

settling. They might try to fall asleep and be very fidgety before FINALLY drifting off. When they

drift off independently, that is usually the time that they SHOULD be going down, so I would push

out that awake window a little to set them up for settling quicker and easier.

Going Down Too Late: This often yields tears, outbursts, and a lot of protests. Children often can’t

self-soothe because they are overtired, which has triggered stimulant hormones. So, now their

body and brain are essentially ‘fighting’ each other. One wants to sleep, one wants to party. 

A parent's worst nightmare is over-tiredness - see the chart on the next page for ideal awake

windows. 

If you are working on their days AND nights, they will be able to target the ideal awake windows

mentioned above once the overnight sleep is improved. That's because they are waking refreshed

and rejuvenated. If they are still waking at night they will struggle to meet the ideals and take

short, fidgety naps in the day, since they are in a state of constant overtiredness. As their night

sleep improves, their naps will too. Remember, sleep begets sleep. Start with overnight

independence, and use a support nap to work off any sleep debt. Then, move on to independent

naps and consolidation. 
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IS TIMING YOUR ISSUE?



Recommendations according to the American Academy of Sleep Medicine.
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RECOMMENDED WAKE TIMES

3 - 5
MONTHS

5 - 8
MONTHS

6 - 9
MONTHS

9 - 15 
MONTHS

1 - 3
Years

 
NEWBORN

NAPS 
PER DAY

AWAKE
TIME

TOTAL NAP 
DURATION

4 - 5

3 - 4

2 - 3

2

2

1

45 - 60 minutes

1.5 - 2 hours

1 - 2.5 hours

2.5 - 3.5 hours

3 - 4 hours

4 - 6 hours

5 - 7 hours

3 - 4 hours

3 - 4 hours

2 - 3 hours

2 - 3 hours

1.5 - 2.5 hours



Then, all of a sudden, between 3 & 4 months, things go off the rails a bit, almost overnight.

Naps shorten, are sporadic and all over the place, and there is little to no consistency in your

day. Bedtime is a disaster and your little one who was only waking once a night is back to

getting up 4 or 5 times.

When a child is first born, they sleep… a lot. Their day consists of sleep, eat, burp, coo for 5

minutes, and boom… sleep again. Repeat. All..Day.Long 

By understanding your child's sleep stages and cycles, you will further strengthen their

foundation for healthy sleep and promote their cognitive development, regulation of

emotions, management of behavioral outbursts, and foster healthy sleep hygiene.

NON-REM SLEEP - This is more of deep sleep. During deep sleep, our bodies are repairing the

cells, strengthening the immune system, and developing more cognitive and biological

functions.

Children, as newborns, actually only sleep in two stages. They are in REM or Non-REM sleep.

They spend 50% of their time in both for the first 12 weeks of life. This often means

 that they will sleep soundly, take nice long naps on you or in the crib, wake seemingly just to

eat and chill for a bit, and then pass back out.

REM SLEEP - This is an active sleep stage. Parents of a baby are often surprised to realize how

loud babies are when they sleep. Moans, grunting, and even crying out are all normal 'noises'

for babies to make when they are in this active stage of sleep. This stage is very important

because it's when our brains consolidate and organize information that we process each day.
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HOW A CHILD'S SLEEP CYCLES WORK



First Half of the Night
(Deeper Sleep)

Second Half of the Night
(Lighter Sleep)

Brain becomes active, body relaxes
provides energy to brain and body
More frequent as the night progresses

REM SLEEP
(Dreaming)

STAGE ONE
(Light sleep)

STAGE TWO
(Shallow sleep)

STAGE THREE
(Deep sleep)

STAGE FOUR
(Deep sleep)

CYCLE ONE CYCLE TWO CYCLE THREE CYCLE FOUR CYCLE FIVE

Drowsiness
Easily awakend

Awareness of surroundings fade
Body temperature drops

Deepest and most restorative sleep
Bone, muscle and tissue repair and new growth

Deepest and most restorative sleep
Bone, muscle and tissue repair and new growth

WAKE
(Waking phase)

YOUR CHILD'S STAGES OF SLEEP

Below is a sample of the sleep stages that a child shifts to around this point, so you can

better understand how their overnight sleep works. It’s directly linked to how well they start

to nap during the day.

There is a major developmental leap that happens around 3 months of age. Children move

from their 2 stages of sleep to a cycle-based sleep. A child’s body clock can now recognize

days and nights, and they are now producing the right hormones at the right time (melatonin

for bedtime, adenosine and cortisol for daytime) to support a healthy sleep/wake cycle.
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HOW A CHILD'S SLEEP CYCLES WORK Continued



Supported naps are always going to be longer, because of the motion/movement or support

that they received and used as the mechanism to sleep. For example, the slow rise and fall of

your chest is a soothing motion, keeping them asleep. The challenge is that when the support

ends, typically the nap does as well. This could mean naps anywhere from 20 minutes to 3

hours, depending on the age and the support.

Supported Sleep: When there is ‘support’ or help for your baby to fall asleep. This looks like

rocking, bouncing, wearing, driving, nursing, feeding, or using ‘something’ to help or support

your baby “to sleep”. (This also often involves you trying to unsuccessfully transfer them into

the crib or bassinet.) ... it’s OK, we have all been there.

Independent Sleep: When there is no ‘support’ or help for your baby to fall asleep. They lay in

the crib, bassinet, bed, and just fall asleep on their own accord without any help or support.

This is the goal for all sleep with children: to build healthy sleep foundations. A healthy mix of

supported and unsupported naps are OK, so long as the mix is weighted with the right

balance to support the natural consolidation of sleep. I recommend 80% unsupported / 20%

supported as your goal. (Always remember though, SLEEP is better than NO sleep, which =

OVERTIRED.) 

Independent naps will naturally consolidate into more than one 1-cycle nap (greater than 45

minutes) at around 4-6 months of age. I find it varies by baby, so if your little one is this age,

don’t be frustrated by short naps. The natural consolidation will happen when their body is

ready, presuming they are settling on their own. If they are over 6 months and are still short,

keep reading. We get to the root cause of that and how to fix the issue that’s leading to it

next.

So, now that we have a handle on the foundational stuff, let’s move to building out your

child’s ideal day.

If naps were going well, and now your infant is suddenly struggling to take naps longer than

30 minutes, we need to understand why. First, I want to be clear about expectations and sleep

foundations, especially when it comes to HOW a child falls asleep. I break that into two

categories. 
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HOW LONG SHOULD MY CHILD'S NAPS BE?



Nap #1:

Nap #2:

Nap #3:

Nap #4:

Nap #5:

Nap #6:

My ideal wake-up time for my child is 

The awake window between naps is 

My child needs hours of sleep in a given 24 hours for optimal health, wellness,

development and a STRONG IMMUNE SYSTEM! 

Since my awake window between naps is                         hours, 

that means that if their last nap was at                          , 

the bedtime routine should start at                          , 

so that they are asleep at                          . 

In this section, plan out your ideal day to ensure you have balance in your naps and

bedtime, supporting better overall sleep. 

Additional Notes
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SELF-GUIDED EXERCISE



So, we have set the foundation, but we still have

a child struggling to take a nap. What’s the next

step? Nap training. The single most important

element around sleep for children is consistency.

How / where they fall asleep is where they 

expect to wake up. They cannot differentiate why

this time they were walking to sleep, this time

they were fed to sleep, this time they were driving

around and fell asleep... You get the picture.

However, they only take 1 ‘first nap’ of the day, meaning they only practice the consolidation

ONCE THEY LEARN TO FALL ASLEEP INDEPENDENTLY. If that nap is 1 cycle vs. your desired 2

cycles, then that means they only practice 1 time a day. So, after a week, they only practiced that

consolidation 7 times vs. 77 (overnight). The moral of the story = Be Patient, naps take time, and

they MUST settle without your help. 

You see, that’s why naps take longer, they need to practice as much as possible to get it. This is just

one of the factors that come into play, but it's an important one. Nap training takes patience, timing,

and balance. Once they grasp the independent side of it, we have easy put-downs, tear-free sleep,

and a child who eats better and is generally happier during the day.

It’s about balance and consistency for children at

all ages. Naps can be frustrating because they

can take longer than getting a child to sleep

through the night with traditional sleep training

since they don’t get to ‘practice’ as much. Here is

what I mean: A child sleeps overnight with a

connection of cycles. For the example’s sake, we

will say your child sleeps 12 cycles at night. To

keep the math easy, let’s say they sleep in 1 hour

cycles, which is normal for many children.

That would mean that each night, they

connected 11 cycles together. After 7 days, they

connected 77 times how to sleep consolidated

and uninterrupted.
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WHY DOESN'T MY CHILD LIKE TO NAP?



Yes, a routine is a great trigger that sleep is coming. It may mean a diaper

change, some short rocking or reading a story, darkening the room and

laying your little one down for rest. 

Children thrive on consistency. It also helps their body to know that

sleep is on the horizon, so it can prepare the body for rest. Then, parents

need to allow them to settle, and choose a sleep coaching technique that’s

best for them based on their age and stick with it. Ensuring your child isn’t

overtired when you do this is CRITICAL. As a gentle reminder, when kids

show signs of being sleepy, it’s PAST the ideal window for sleep. Next time,

bump things up by 15 minutes and the sleep will come easier.

You will watch the awake windows that I break down in the beginning and

adjust accordingly. If your child took a 10 minute nap in the car or the crib

and that’s it, the likelihood that they can make the entire next window is

slim. You will need to adjust a bit to avoid being overtired. If they slept 45

minutes, that can be a cycle, so they should be good to make it to their

next window. (Sometimes, parents tell me their kids 100% can’t. I find it’s

often because they are bored, so try switching it up with activities and use

sensory play to get them there.)

If you are trying to teach your child to connect sleep cycles, you need to

first teach them to settle on their own. Should they do that successfully and

wake after a short time, give them 10 - 12 minutes to resettle on their own.

They may just need a few minutes to work through that they are

still tired, and put themselves back to sleep. If they don’t, at that point I

would go to them, open the blinds, and make it apparent that the nap is

over. I like to create clear differentiation for nap/sleep time vs. an

‘acceptable’ hey, it’s time to wake up.

How Do We Teach Them to Connect Sleep Cycles?
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SHOULD WE HAVE A NAP ROUTINE? 



If your baby wakes but is not crying, don’t go get them. Allow them time in that space

to get comfortable, and often they will drift back to sleep after 15 - 20 minutes of

chilling/whining but not crying. They are practicing how to consolidate. You have the

monitor, keep an eye on them from there. If you do have to go, they are likely up from

that nap. Seeing you will stimulate them, so just end the nap there.
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HOW DO WE TEACH THEM TO CONNECT SLEEP CYCLES?
Continued



The most common culprit for short naps is

that your child is overtired going into it.

Sometimes, it’s hard to recognize the perfect

timing. When starting nap training, I

encourage you to start with the first nap of

the day. Timing wise, since your wake ups are

usually around the same time, that would

mean the first nap should also be around the

same time and the easiest to pinpoint. This is

so that the consolidation practice starts there

as you build in more naps into the day.

Remember, if your timing is off and they are

overtired, it’s almost always going to leave

you with tears, protest, and upset. (However,

don't confuse this with protest related to

learning how to settle independently). Balance In the Day

You need to balance the naps throughout the

day to ensure the right adenosine pressure

builds up between sleeps. If the nap is too long

in the morning or afternoon, it could throw off

the balance, causing issues with timing and

consolidation.

They Are Not Quite Tired Enough

Some families who I support through private

coaching have explained that their baby shows

the cue of sleep, like yawning or rubbing their

eyes, yet lays in the crib or bed for upwards of

30 minutes just chilling. In between sleep, your

body builds up sleep pressure, known as

adenosine. That sleep pressure is what helps

the body know it’s time to rest and relieve the

pressure. If you don’t build up the right amount

based on their age, they won’t fall asleep.

Ensure they are not just bored of an activity -

which sometimes can mis- trigger those cues

you are seeing.

They Are Overtired

If after several weeks the naps are still not

consolidating to a consistent day or structure,

it might be time to assess what other things

could be going on that would cause the short

naps. Here is my main list of culprits to dive

further into for your little one.
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SO THEY WON'T CONNECT SLEEP CYCLES, NOW WHAT DO WE DO?



For example, if a baby at 5 months takes a 3 hour nap in the AM

and only needs 4 total hours in daytime sleep, they then have a

REALLY LONG stretch to get to bedtime, and also only 1 hour of sleep

they will likely take. This misalignment can cause your child to be

overtired, fussy, and eat poorly in the afternoon. It may also lead to

more trouble settling and overnight wakings. For this situation, it’s

best to wake them at 2 hours in the morning, so 2 additional 1 hour

naps can happen and still allow them to be set

up for success going into bedtime.

For a baby at 8 months, they should be on a 2 nap a day schedule.

That would typically align with something like waking at 7:00 am, a

nap at about 10:00 am, and a nap at 2:30 pm, setting them up for a

bedtime of 7:00 pm. At this age, it’s 3 hours of naps and 3 hours of

awake time between sleeps that a child needs. (See Sample

Schedules by Age)

Accidental Drowsiness

Whoops, they had the pacifier on the play mat and they fell asleep or

fell asleep during that quick drive to the store. If there is any prop, like

a pacifier or motion, it’s going to cause them to be a bit drowsy and

sometimes take a cat nap. Be careful of these situations, because a 10

minute accidental nap will derail an entire naptime. That quick nap will

have their brain thinking they napped, but their body will still be tired.

If it does happen, my suggestion would be to allow them to sleep for

about an hour, THEN try for the nap in the crib, so they ‘reset’ a bit but

don’t get too overtired.
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Try to balance the 80/20 rule here. I know

getting out is great but try to have 20%

out and about and 80% of naps in the

crib/bassinet/bed after some good

physical activity.

Ensure They Are Active

Physical activity for a baby helps them to

sleep well. They should get physical and

cognitive ‘exercise’. Having a baby that is

out and about, sleeping in a variety of

places like the car seat or stroller, for a

majority of their time will cause short naps.

Old Habits Are Hard to Break

Is Grandma rocking to sleep and not saying

anything? Maybe. Sometimes you need to step

back and play detective in your own house. If

there is support to sleep, like rocking,

bouncing, nursing, or using a pacifier to sleep,

then that’s what baby is going to perceive they

NEED to fall asleep. Between cycles, they will

wake, looking again for that comfort and

support.
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All three provide the required 3 hours in daytime sleep and 3 hour awake window between sleeps. 

Between 6 & 7 months is the typical time I see them moving to two naps a day. This can be done

gently by adding 15 minutes to their awake time each week, as long as they are tolerating it well.

Bedtime may have to be moved a bit earlier on some days to accommodate this new schedule if

your baby wakes too early from the second nap, but there’s no time for a third nap. You will know

that your baby is ready for more awake time if they start to play for longer periods of time before

falling asleep in the crib. Parents often find that the 2 nap schedule allows for much more freedom

to get out of the house and involve the baby in different activities, run errands, or attend

appointments.

The signal to transition naps, structure naps, and align the day to support healthy sleep can be

confusing. Sleep is a jigsaw puzzle that needs to be aligned to support restful and restorative sleep

overnight. Below is a guide to help you make the jump from 3 to 2 naps or from 2 down to the

amazing 1 nap a day, and do it with ease!

Transitioning from 3 to 2 Naps a Day

The transition from 3 naps a day to 2 naps a day usually happens naturally as your baby starts to be

able to stay awake for longer stretches of time between sleep periods. Around the 5 month mark,

most babies will slowly move from 2 hours of awake time to 2.5 hours of awake time by around 6

months old (for some babies it might take a bit longer).

A sign that your baby might not be quite ready for the longer awake time is if they cry when they are

put down for the nap. This often means that they are overtired and were stretched just a little too

long between periods of sleep. As the time between sleep lengthens to 3 hours you will find that

there is no longer time to squeeze in that third catnap by the end of the day.

Wake-Up: 7:00 AM

Nap #1: 10:00 AM-11:00 AM

Nap #2: 2:00 PM-4:00 PM

Bedtime Kick-off: 6:30 PM

Bedtime: 7:00 PM

Wake-Up: 7:00 AM

Nap #1: 10:00 AM-11:30 AM

Nap #2: 2:30 PM-4:00 PM

Bedtime Kick-off: 6:30 PM

Bedtime: 7:00 PM

Wake-Up: 7:00 AM

Nap #1: 10:00 AM-12:00 PM

Nap #2: 3:00 PM-4:00 PM

Bedtime Kick-off: 6:30 PM

Bedtime: 7:00 PM

Sample 2 Nap a Day Schedules
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IS IT TIME FOR A NAP TRANSITION?



If your baby still seems tired at their normal naptime, just keep them busy. If your baby gets

grumpy, you can try distracting them by taking them outside or by replacing the usual naptime

with a snack time.

Transitioning from 2 to 1 Naps a Day

The nap transition from 2 naps a day to 1 nap a day usually occurs sometime between 12 and 18

months for most babies. It can sometimes be difficult to tell when your baby is ready to make

the switch from 2 naps a day to 1. There are a few signs that can signal that your baby is ready

to make that switch and drop a nap:

Your baby might begin to sleep longer for their morning nap and shorten their afternoon

nap. Some babies who are ready to make the switch will start to play in their crib for the

afternoon nap and either not fall asleep at all, or fall asleep too late in the day and need to

be woken up in order to preserve bedtime. Occasionally, it is the morning nap that becomes

the challenge while the afternoon nap lengthens.

They might suddenly protest one of the naps and fuss or cry for much longer than normal,

or they don’t sleep the entire time. These issues may not occur every day, but if you find

that they are occurring most of the time (4 to 5 times a week), then it is likely time to make

the switch!

The nap transition from 2 naps to 1 is one of the hardest transitions they will make, and it can

take them a few weeks adjusting to the change. In the beginning, they might be overtired and

do some short naps, making it harder to stretch to their normal bedtime. Bumping bedtime

earlier on occasion might be necessary while they are adjusting. Although it can be challenging

and tempting to occasionally give them 2 naps again, it is best not to go back and forth

between 2 naps and 1 unless it’s something out of the norm, like a road trip to grandma’s –

where avoiding overtired will be far more important.

Transitions are always a little tough, but by following these guidelines, getting there should be a

little smoother and take about a week to align.
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IS IT TIME FOR A NAP TRANSITION? Continued



In the afternoon hours during these transitions, some of you may

venture out and your child may doze off, especially in the car,

and that’s OK. If they do take a short snooze, just wake them up

by 16:00 at the latest so that bedtime is preserved. (That's if your

ideal is 19:00. If it’s a different time, just add 3 hours to when

they woke.)

Lunchtime is a great distraction and is now bumped up before

the nap. It is normal for them to be very tired during lunch, they

might even be nodding off to sleep while you try to get them

fed! Again, temporary, just do your best during the transition.

Naptime will likely hover between 12:00 and 12:30. for several

months before gradually being pushed back to 12:45. Some

toddlers stick with the earlier 12:30 nap as their optimal nap time.

Do this for the next 3 days, another 30 minutes. So 10:30, 11:00,

11:30, 12:00, 12:30! For a 7:00 pm bedtime, the ideal nap would

be happening between 12:00 pm - 14:30, then awake and in bed

at 19:00

Start by moving your baby’s morning nap time later by half an

hour (if they usually napped at 10:00 move it to 10:30). Keep it at

this time for 3 days, and let them sleep as long as they like. Do

not wake them.

To Make the Nap Transition to 1 Nap in a Day
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ContinuedIS IT TIME FOR A NAP TRANSITION?

Note: You don’t want this to be every day, as that will make the

adjustment harder. You need to be consistent to get them to

that single, LONG nap they need over the next few weeks.

If your baby did not sleep during quiet-time, you will need to

move bedtime up as early as 18:30 during the adjustment

period to prevent them from becoming overtired. (Don’t worry,

it’s short term. And no, they won’t be wide awake at 04:00 as a

result.)



Be patient throughout the process. This

is a tough transition and can take a

month or more for them to properly

adjust. The child should be going to bed

somewhere between 18:30 and 19:30

during the transition period.

Transitions are always a little tough, but

once we are there, a solid nap will be

lovely to plan your day around. And, as

with anything, life happens, don’t ever

be afraid to bring bedtime earlier if naps

were particularly bad one day.

Notes:
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Option 2: If you want to ensure they get some napping in but at home, time the nap to start 30

minutes before you have to wake.

Option 3: Plan for the car nap, and since the drive is only 20 minutes, leave 40 minutes early so they

can fall asleep and still get a 30 minute nap upon arrival. That will set them up for taking the longer

nap elsewhere in the day.

Option 1: If you want a normal nap, then they would need to be ready for a nap at 9:30am. As an

example, if they are 7 months old, you would need them awake for the day at 6:30am to set them up

for a 9:30 am nap and in order to get in that full sleep cycle.

Are you ready to tackle your child having solid naps, but also don’t want to be in perpetual nap jail

for the next 3 years? Don’t worry, I have you covered.

 

What If We Have to Go Away and Know They Will Fall Asleep?

The occasional trip to grandma’s or a birthday party is going to happen, just plan to drive knowing

there will likely be asleep. If they are on 2+ naps a day, plan one for the drive there one for the drive

home. If they are on 1 nap a day normally, it is OK to have a two nap day, unless you drive at lunch

during naptime.

However, if that normal single napper takes a 10am snooze, just try to ensure they grab one

sometime in the afternoon, so they aren’t overtired for bedtime. Always try to ensure the naps are at

least 30 minutes on the go, when possible, so they are a bit restorative.

 

How Do I Plan My Day to Manage the Awake Windows?

Let’s assume you have a commitment at 11:00 am, but your little one is normally still napping. What

do you do? Pivot with success, you nap boss, you.

If the drive is 20 minutes away, they feed typically for 10 minutes, and you have to actually get out

of the house, then you would need to plan to leave by 10:40am. So then, working backwards, to get

everything done (i.e your child fed, changed and out the door), they would need to be awake by

10:20am, changed and fed. Here are the options you have to ensure that you get a nap in.
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True or False - You Should Never Wake a Sleeping Baby?

False, if it’s going to cause them to skip the other nap, causing the timing of the day to be off, or if it’s

going to miss-align their feedings in the daytime hours. It’s about balance and knowing your baby,

their sleep needs, and their timing. You don’t want a 3 hour nap happening in the morning, then zero

naps and an upset, tired baby in the afternoon.

Are Short Naps Restorative for My Child?

Sleep begets sleep, so any nap is better than no nap. However, there is a balance. You want to ensure

they are able to get at least 1 nap that’s one cycle or more in the day. This allows you some

semblance of mom-time while supporting their needs. 

Can I Ensure They Take a Long Nap on the Move?

No. Nothing in life is full-proof. A jerk of the car, a bird squawking by, the littlest things can wake a

child from a nap, especially on the go. Give yourself grace. If you know you are up for a long trip away

from home, it’s best to plan for leaving at bedtime. 
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My Child Won’t Sleep Anywhere but at Home

There are worse things in life, but I know this can be frustrating. I do find that once we work

together and I fix any other sleep challenges with bedtime and overnight, naps on the go

become a consistent part of your life. However, your balance, sanity, and ability to get things

done, pick up a sibling at school, hit the park, etc. are all valid and important parts of life. Having a

child that occasionally pushed a window or missed a nap will happen. Just get them down early

for bedtime to make up for it, and don’t make it an everyday thing.

I Have Not Left the House in Months

For many months postpartum, aside from well visits, I didn’t go anywhere. I was afraid of germs,

afraid of messing up naps, afraid I would be yelled at for trying to nurse a baby in public

somewhere or have someone mom-shame me for not holding my baby the right way.

What I didn’t know at the time was I had postpartum anxiety, coupled with being extremely Type

A and really, really, REALLY missing my 8 hours of sleep a night. I actually sleep more now  than I

ever did before children. Crazy, right? At 9:00 pm my lights are out. No phone, devices, or TV.

Just me and my pillow for 8 hours of sleep and then up at 5:00am, rinse and repeat.

If you are struggling to leave the house, are afraid of being out and apart from your child, or

content with coffee and binge-watching and just not feeling like yourself, it may be best to take a

step back. Take a breath, and assess. Sometimes, we don’t even realize that it might be time to

explore a conversation with a professional.

Naps are tough. This guide is a foundation and sometimes it’s hard to know what’s going on and

how to solve it. If you are still struggling, your next best step is to set up a call with me.
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As a leading paediatric sleep expert, we understand the sleep struggles and work with tired

parents every day to fix the root issues, through gentle & effective sleep coaching. 

 

Don't trust your family's sleep to just anyone. 

 

Finding a sleep consultant you are comfortable with and who is available to support you

every step of the way is crucial to your success. We pride ourselves on the structure and

unique value we bring through our program, accessibility, and ongoing support during our

private coaching. 

 

If you are ready to get the sleep that you and your whole family need and deserve, Sleep

Solutions Ltd would be honored to help.

A L I S O N  J O N E S  
F O U N D E R  &  C E O

Sleep Solutions Ltd

 

Website:

www.alisonjones.com.hk

 

Email:

info@alisonjones.com.hk 

MEET THE FOUNDER
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The advice you receive from me is for informational purposes only and is intended for use with
common early childhood sleep issues that are wholly unrelated to medical conditions. 
 
My advice is NOT intended to be a substitute for medical advice or treatment.  Always seek the
advice of your doctor or other qualified health practitioners regarding any matters that may
require medical attention or diagnosis, and before following the advice and using the
techniques described in the Sleep Solutions Program.  Reliance on any information provided by
Alison Jones is solely at your own risk.

Alison Jones does not make any representations or warranties, express or implied, regarding the
consulting services provided.  Alison Jones’s liability (if any) is limited to the consulting fee paid
by you to Alison Jones, and in no event will Alison Jones be liable to you for any other claim,
losses or damages.

You are free to download or print the e-book and any of the documents and files shared with
you for your own personal use, though you will agree that you will not reproduce, distribute,
email, or otherwise share them without written consent from Sleep Solutions, as they are
copyrighted materials. Any unauthorized sharing of these materials will result in legal action.
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